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Preface
It is with great pleasure I present to you the 2020 National Election Report as mandated
by the Representation of People’s Act CAP 146 section 39. The COVID-19 world pandemic
declaration and the passing of two tropical cyclones, first TC Gretel and later TC Harold,
posed challenges before and during the elections but the Vanuatu Electoral Office (VEO)
and the Electoral Commission (EC) managed to implement the elections and declare the
official results within the projected timeframe.
It is pertinent to mention that the 2020 National Elections operation was enhanced in terms
of building the institutional capacity of the electoral authorities, and hands-on capacity
of Electoral Officers and polling staff prior to elections through cascade trainings in the
field, as well as development of new election materials such as civic education booklets,
Facebook messages, song-videos, SMS messages etc. to increase civic awareness during
the election. The election was conducted with translucent ballot boxes and tamper
evident seals throughout the islands, and the official tabulation and re-counting, as well
as declaration of results was live streamed for the first time in Vanuatu’s electoral history
adding much credibility and transparency to the process.
This report is divided into five (5) parts. Part 1 clarifies the electoral legal framework as laid
down by the Constitution of Vanuatu, articles 4, 15, 17 and 28 and the responsibilities of the
EC and the VEO as stipulated in the Representation of People Act, CAP 146. Part 2 outlines
the pre-election activities, including voter awareness, voter registration, confirmation of
electoral boundaries, setting of dates and declaration of candidates. Part 3 focuses on
the election period, involving activities such as conduct of elections, polling and counting,
proxy voting, overseas voters, observers, single ballot system and election petitions. Part
4 clarifies the Electoral Administration, including staffing, budgeting and legal framework.
Part 5 analyzes the election activities, including election turn out, declared candidates
versus elected candidates, overall voters’ representation, performance of political parties,
independent candidates and women representation in parliament.
The report concludes with a summary of recommendations placing emphasis on the review
of the legal framework, suggesting that the legal provisions for all direct elections should
be integrated in a single law to facilitate legal harmonization between all elections. It is
also suggested that the new legal provisions regarding the national ID should be updated
so that they are correspondingly relevant to the provincial (local government council) and
municipal elections, along with other proposed reform measures;
I can confidently affirm that despite the challenges encountered during the election - those
posed by natural occurrences, man made errors, financial and human resource limitations
- the election was successfully conducted as planned, aligned with the legal requirements
in the Representation of Peoples Act CAP 146. In short, the 2020 National Election was
a credible and fair election, and one that upholds the principles of good governance and
representative democracy.

Joe Johnson IATI
Principal Electoral Officer
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Introduction
The twelfth general election, the eleventh after Independence, was held successfully on
19 March 2020 and proceeded without any major incidents. The final announcement of
results saw calm and peaceful reactions across the country, with no tensions. For the first
time in Vanuatu’s history, the country witnessed the official counting of the national election
via live streaming, which is considered and acknowledged an important milestone of
transparency and technology in Vanuatu. There were, however, some issues relating to its
preparations, organization and conduct that need to be addressed in order to strengthen
and assure the integrity of the process. Major concerns include the inaccuracy of the
voter register, disputes over candidate’s eligibility, the alleged misuse of proxy voting,
some allegations of bribery and treating by candidates, and the electoral petitions filed.
Elections are however about credibility, and it is important to allow as many petitions as
are necessary to resolve any issues with the results. It is therefore important to have the
appropriate channels, mechanisms and procedures in place to deal with the petitions in a
fully transparent manner. At the same time, it must be acknowledged that all these factors
extend the costs and resources of the process. Finally, the impact of the COVID-19 world
pandemic and the challenging meteorological conditions due to TC Gretel passing during
the preparations period, and TC Harold hitting Vanuatu during the results period added
significant challenges. While the risks were high, Vanuatu did however manage to hold
successful and credible elections with considered measures and constant adaptability. Five
important lessons were made:
1. Collaboration is key to handle complexity

2. Activating local networks is critical for procuring PPE and producing local solution
sanitizers
3. Building clear protocols is crucial for handling electoral material
4. Disseminating best practice through multiple channels
5. Willingness to do things differently

It is widely accepted that elections in Vanuatu have been well prepared, and despite
the acknowledgement that there has been substantial improvement in the electoral
administration over time, there have been repeated calls for reform. EC/VEO have
undertaken a first-ever post-electoral review with electoral stakeholders from North to
South to capture lessons learned and feedback on newly introduced website, Facebook,
voter and civic education booklets, polling and counting manuals, cascade trainings, new
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The important dates for the election were as follows:

National Parliamentary Elections:
Activities

Dates

Polling Date

19 March 2020

Starting date for the lodging of
candidature application forms

21 January 2020

Starting date for submitting proxy
application forms

21 January 2020

Dissolution of Parliament

22 January 2020

Close of Voter Registration (6 weeks
throughout Vanuatu)

5 February 2020, 4.30 pm.

Closing date for the lodging of candidature
application forms

11 February 2020, 4.30pm.

Closing of accreditation of party and
candidate agents, media, domestic/
international observation

1 March 2020 (was however extended until
12 March)

Publication of list of qualified candidates

2 March 2020

Electoral campaign

2nd -16th March 2020, midnight

Closing of proxy application forms

4 March 2020

Closing of issuing of “duplicate” voter
cards

4 March 2020

Polling and counting

19 March 2020

Official results published on the Gazette

6 April 2020

Closing date for lodging electoral petitions

27 April 2020

modern translucent ballots with tamper evident security seals, as well as other operational
aspects, but also legal and technical issues that need review and modification. In that
context, the EC/VEO are working on proposing a comprehensive review of the electoral
legal framework and have so far drafted twelve new EC regulations and three codes of
conduct for endorsement.
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Part 1.
Electoral Framework
The Constitution provides for all matters relating to democracy, its institutions and
elections. The 1980 Constitution guarantees fundamental rights and freedoms, including
freedom of expression, assembly and association and participation in elections.

The Constitution of the Republic of Vanuatu

The Constitution includes several specific provisions related to election of Parliament.
These include:
•

The principle of universal adult suffrage is applicable and eligibility to vote is for citizens
who have reached the minimum of 18 years – article 4 (2).

•

A single chamber of Parliament – article 15.

•

Political Parties may freely form and contest elections – article 4 (3).

•

Election of members of Parliament is on the basis of universal franchise through an
electoral system that has an element of proportional representation to ensure fair
representation of different political groups and opinions – article 17(100.

•

Citizens are eligible to contest elections at the age of 25 years – article 17 (2).

•

General Elections for Parliament are held not earlier than 30 days and not later than 60
days after any dissolution of Parliament – article 28 (4).

•

A Parliament with a life of four years term – article 28(1).

The Representation of the People Act

The Representation of the People Act (RPA) is the main electoral law in the country,
approved in 1982 and amended several times since. The Act and its amendment set out
in more detail, the basic rules related to elections and includes several “schedules” that
provide more detail on specific aspects of the elections. The “schedules” include, among
others, stipulations on the electoral authorities and their functions, including those of the
Principal Electoral Officer (PEO), as well as the processes pertaining to the registration of
voters and the manner in which members of Parliament are to be elected.
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The Electoral Commission, Electoral Office and
Principal Electoral Officer

The electoral legislative framework sets out for an electoral management body composed
of two separate but inter-related institutions: The Electoral Commission (EC), a policy
making, oversight body, and the Vanuatu Electoral Office (VEO), a corresponding
executive, operational arm.
The statutory functions of the EC, through the operational work of the VEO, include:
•

The maintenance of the voter register and the conduct of free and fair elections to
Parliament, Malvatumauri Council, Provincial and Municipal Councils, and national
Referendum.

•

The conduct of voter information activities (broadly interpreted as electoral awareness).

•

The review of all proposed bills and regulations or other instruments having the force of
law relating to the registration of electors for the selection of members of Parliament,
the Malvatumauri Council, Provincial and Municipal Councils.

•

Guided by article 20 of the Constitution to report to the Minister of Internal Affairs on
matters under their supervision.

•

The EC and VEO aim to be credible and transparent in their operations. They are not
subject to the direction from the Minister of Internal Affairs in the performance of their
functions. Ultimately, elections are all about credibility.

Membership of the Electoral Commission during the 2020 General Election included:
•

Martin Tete, Chairman (up to 24 March);

•

Shem Tama.

•

Joe Johnson Iati.

•
•

Edward Kaltamat, Chairman (from 30 March);
Linnes Moli Tarianga;

Principal Electoral Officer:
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Part 2.
Preparations for the
2020 General Election
Following the electoral cycle approach, an electoral process is a continuous ongoing process, which
links the previous general election to the following one. In this way, the pre-electoral period begins
well ahead of the actual polling date, and sometimes there are many different overlapping cycles
between national and local level elections.
This general election cycle saw, among others, a significant effort in updating and upgrading the
Electoral Register through a country-wide joint civil and voter registration campaign implemented
at field level over a period of seven months, which ended on the cut-off date for registration,
which falls six weeks ahead of polling date. With the dissolution of the Parliament, the proper
electoral period began and completed with the announcement of official results on 6 April.
These two phases are followed by a post-electoral period, which is the moment for the electoral
authorities to draw and document the lessons learned of the process, and to identify and plan
the implementation of required changes in order to ensure that the next electoral cycle remains
credible and successful.

Electoral Registration
One of the major tasks of the PEO is to
prepare the voter lists, which is typically done
by appointing registration officers in the field
as required to assist the PEO.
In 2019, the VEO together with the Civil
Registry and Vital Statistics (CRVS) department
conducted a seven-month joint Civil and Voter
Registration (CVR) campaign nationwide.
It started late June 2019 in Luganville and
was completed in Port Vila early February
2020. It was the opportunity to register and
update records of citizens in both the Voter
Register and the Civil Register. Eligible citizens
registered in the joint exercise and received
their national ID Card and the electoral card.
The national ID cards were issued to all
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citizens 12 years old and above (to include
secondary school enrollment statistics). By
the 2020 General Election 162,00 citizens had
their national ID card and the Voter Register
increased to contain records of 278,954 voters
based on the updating of the old database,
called GVRS. A total increase of almost
78,000 voters from the 2016 voter register of
200,159 registered voters. The old database
contains a very high number of deceased
and thousands of duplicates that due the
inter-island movement of the population have
re-registered much more than once. One of
the key post-electoral activities is to undertake
a massive data validation and data clean-up
including removal of duplicates.

Table 1: illustrates a massive increase in the number of registered voters. The 2020 General Election
was conducted against the old voter register, as the required legislation to acknowledge the
national ID for voter identification purposes and the subsequent use of the new database did not
pass in time for this election as anticipated. The total number of voters for this general election,
based on the updating of the old database by adding all new registrants, ended up with 278,954
voters, a total increase of almost 80,000 voters (or approx. 28%) from the 2016 voter register of
200,159 registered voters. This number of voters is equal to the number of citizens of Vanuatu
estimated at around 280,000 (Vanuatu National Statistics Office mini census in 2016 registered a
total population of 272,459).
This graph is therefore slightly misleading however these are the official figures registered and used
by the Electoral Commission for this election.
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It is important to notice that the estimated
population of Vanuatu in 2019 was 298,333,
although the real figure is not known.

noting the fact that the information was in the
past collected by hand which made it difficult
to control multiple registrations.

The actual total number of citizens registered
and authorized with a birth certificate in the
Civil Registry database is 390,800. The number
is high and includes deceased persons that
have not been removed from the register
due lack of formal process and information
regarding the registration of deaths. The
register also contains duplicated registrations
that needed to be removed from the database.

The electoral authorities are fully aware of the
various issues with the voter register and this
is the reason why efforts have been made
to improve the integrity and accuracy of the
register. In particular, the major efforts made
in linking the voter registration with the civil
registration and starting the transitional phase
of shifting from using electoral cards to the
national ID card as the unique identification of
voters, which aims at solving many of the issues
mentioned above.

In 1983, the year of the first general election
after independence, the number of registered
voters was 59,712. This year, for the twelfth
legislature election, the number of registered
voters was 278,954, which presents an increase
of + 467.2%.
At the same time, the population increased
from approximately 124,000 to 298,333, which
presents an increase of + 240.6%.
The two percentages are evidently not aligned.
Various factors explain the huge difference.
The presence of duplicates in the register, as
people registered more than one time when
their residency place changed. Most often,
people requested to register again in the new
place of residency, instead of requesting to
modify only the residency section. Also, people
who changed their name (e.g. married women
acquiring the family name of their husbands)
registered again, instead of updating their
existing records. Finally, deceased are not
consistently recorded. Very few people
formalize the process and get a death
certificate. The total number of registered
voters is much larger than the real number of
the eligible voter population. It is also worth
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In November 2019, the EC and PEO submitted
a COM policy paper to acknowledge the use
of the national ID card as credential for voting
purposes, including a transitional phase which
would accommodate the use of both the old
electoral card and the new national ID card,
while slowly phasing out the electoral card.
State Law Office drafted an amendment based
on the COM paper, for the December session
of Parliament. It was listed under the Statutory
amendments for December but unfortunately,
along with several other listed bills, it was not
examined by the Parliament given a boycott by
opposition during the last week of session.
However, the VEO was instructed to carry
on with national ID registration, aiming at
ultimately replacing electoral cards by national
ID cards as this decision was already made by
the Government.
During this transitional phase, the VEO has
two voter registration systems in place, both
working in parallel and all new registrants have
been added to both, the old (GRVS) which is

based on the electoral cards, and new system
(VES) which is based on the national ID.

a credential for voting as the legal framework
was not updated to reflect this.

With the new system, birth certificate number
and national ID number are the same. From the
electoral perspective, the elector is registered
in the new system using the national ID
number/birth certificate number.

Registration was therefore conducted by
the CRVS and the VEO in close collaboration
and coordination. Separate databases were
being maintained, although CRVS and VEO
databases were closely linked with dataflow
going both ways. In order to advance the
process through the national joint registration
through 2019 and early 2020 new registrants
were issued with both an electoral card and
a national ID card. This process was however
extremely time-consuming with doubleentries, double work and very costly, and the
GRVS (the old database) was very slow and
some days not accessible due to networking
challenges.

An important feature of the voter registration
system in place for this General Election
however, continued to be the electoral card
which is produced for each registered elector
and is required for voting as per the legal
framework. With the status of the Act at the
time of elections, the VEO was required to
issue electoral cards to be presented and
stamped for polling, and electoral authorities
was not allowed to accept national ID cards as

The initial plan was to phase out the use of
electoral cards for the 2020 general election,
and to have the national ID card as official
accreditation to vote. In the absence of the
change to the electoral law however, it was
not possible to accept the national ID card as
credential for voting. In practical terms, this
obliged the VEO to transfer all the new data
captured during joint civil and voter registration
into the old system, GRVS. 80 youth operators
were thus recruited and worked for 12 weeks
to transfer data and produce the voter lists for
the 352 polling stations.
Some voters could have been registered more
than once, and there was no time for data
validation. Therefore, on polling day after
casting their vote, all voters were required
to ink their thumb tip with indelible ink. The

use of indelible ink is a measure to ensure
there is no multiple voting, and to mitigate
fraudulent use of old or duplicated electoral
cards. The procedures, polling manuals and
training clearly prescribed that a voter who
already voted and had the finger inked should
not be allowed to vote again in another
polling station. This year a higher quality ink
was purchased with 18% silver nitrate, which
guaranteed a clear mark on the fingertip of
minimum 72 hours.
The table below presents a quick analysis of
the increased ‘old roll’ of 278,931 voters, and
intends to illustrate a more realistic number of
voters in comparison to the existing electoral
data by using information from the Word Bank:
VANUATU – 2020

Description
Estimated Deceased from 2006 – 2020 (World Bank)
Estimated Duplicates – based on same first, last and Fathers names
Total (B)

Amount
68,715
7,986
76,701

Web-GVRS Total (A)

278,931

Estimated Total (A-B)

202,230

Deaths already removed from the system
Estimated Total for Turn Out Calculation

7,207
209,437

Table 2 - Estimated Voter Registration Data
The figures in table 2 are based on the adult mortality rate for Vanuatu and Constituencies as this
voter register has never been cleaned for deceased voters (font: World Bank). This is however only
an estimation for the purpose of voter turnout calculation. It is basically considering the number of
deceased per year starting in 2006 until 2020 according the registration date of each elector for
each Constituency.
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Electoral Turnout
The official turnout for the 2020 general election is 52% (145,064 votes cast out of 278,931
registered voters). If calculated against the more realistic total of registered voters, the turnout
would be 69.26%.
Since Independence, Vanuatu held 11 general elections to renew the Parliament. In the past 40
years two trends have been recorded constantly: an increase of registered voters, and, an increase
of total number of votes cast (voter turnout). Additionally, since 2008 a significant decrease of
the voter turnout percentage was recorded. While a registered voter is an eligible citizen who is
included in the Voter Register, the voter turnout indicates how many of those registered voters
casted their vote on polling day. As illustrated in below table 3, it is therefore important to notice
that the total number of votes cast has increased from 111,472 votes cast in 2016 to 145,064 in
2020, the highest ever in Vanuatu history, so the interest in electoral participation is there!

Table 3 – Electoral data overview, 1983 – 2020.
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Data validation and clean-up and the new
registration model
The data validation, analysis and clean-up are very time-consuming activities, requires human
intervention, and needs to be handled carefully. Due to time constraints this task was not possible
to undertake before the general election, therefore it is a priority activity following the general
election. The plan is thus to clean the old and now ‘transitional’ database for duplicates, add the
national ID numbers, validate the data through the newly established provincial offices and field
teams, and finally merge it with the VES database based on the national ID, and in this way achieve
a more accurate and comprehensive election database.
Following the post-election period and
consolidation of lessons learned and
immediate reform measures required, the
registration teams will be going back to the
field again, this time to conduct a verification
and validation process with the main objective
of eliminating duplicates, records of deceased
citizens, and validating data. It is also the
opportunity to register those who missed the
CVR campaign of last year. The verification
process will also replace all the primary identity
documents of citizens who lost them during TC
Harold.
The objective is to ensure that every citizen
of Vanuatu is registered and issued with a
national ID card and that all cards correspond
accurately with the civil and voter registration
systems and are in sync with the voter
registration database. The national ID card,
and the VES database, will ultimately replace
the electoral card. In June 2020, the new
Parliament approved an amendment to the

Representation of the People Act [CAP 146]
which acknowledges the national ID card as
identification document to vote in the future.
There will thus be a period of transition
(estimated at approximately two years) which
presents overlaps of both the old and the
new system. Registration continues to be
conducted by the CRVS and the VEO; separate
databases will still be maintained, although
now linked and synchronized. The current
transitional phase allows voting with both
methodologies although the electoral card will
start phasing out. When the CRVS/VEO teams
complete the verification and data validation
process, the voter lists will in the future be
established using the new system based on
the national ID card, deriving key data from the
civil register (RegVIZ).
For the coming elections, the strategy is for the
VEO to move entirely to the new system and
the new registration model.
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Recommendations
Using two systems to register the same information is time consuming, requires more resources
and requires double staff. Besides of that there is a possibility that the information added in both
systems are not equal due errors made during the data entry process.
In a democratic system, the legal framework is enacted by a popularly elected national legislature.
However, there are limits to the number of administrative matters that can be included in the
enacted law. Most election laws allow for an electoral office to issue instructions to further clarify
issues related to the election process. The role and powers of the electoral office in this connection
should be clearly defined but sufficiently broad to enable it to deal with gaps in the law and
unforeseen contingencies. The EC does not act as a substitute legislator, but the EC/VEO must
be able to respond to emergent needs and provide practical solutions by way of interpreting and
supplementing electoral law and the regulations. The legal framework must assure that qualified
citizens are able to register and prevent the fraudulent registration or removal of persons. The EC/
VEO should work together with electoral stakeholders to review the electoral law, and if necessary,
recommend amendments to the existing law.
Regarding the voter registration process, the actual law indicates that is mandatory for an elector
to have the electoral card in order to cast the vote on polling-day. With the implementation of the
new CVR system, the national ID card will ultimately replace the existing electoral cards. For this,
the law needs to be amended.
It is recommended that EC/VEO should support a review of the current electoral law. A
comprehensive work plan should be developed to facilitate any necessary legal reform and to
strengthen the existing electoral legal framework. The ideal timing for the review process is during
the post-electoral period following the 2020 general elections with the objective to minimize and
avoid any possible impact in the current and planned electoral activities.
The CRVS and the VEO are collecting and using individuals’ personal data that needs to be stored,
manipulated and protected. There are policies and procedures that need to be put in place in
order to protect the citizens’ data. In countries that have implemented Data Protection and Privacy
legislations, everyone responsible for using data must follow strict “data protection principles”. The
CRVS and VEO must ensure internal and legal procedures that the individuals’ data processing
practices are adequately addressed to any emerging privacy and security risks.
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It is recommended to urgently:
• Undertake the revision of the legal provisions for
the registration of electors in a comprehensive and
systematic manner, as the RPA is quite detailed in
the procedures to register electors, all under the
responsibility and supervision of the EC and VEO;
• Immediately review the current legal provisions
covering the registration of electors (which go
beyond the acceptance of the national ID card
for the purposes of identification of voters) in
coordination with the CRVS, to cover the current
practice of “joint registration” during the transition
period;
• Update and harmonise the new legal provisions
regarding the national ID for all direct elections,
including the provincial (local government council),
municipal elections, and referendums;
• Modify the EC’s responsibility from “registering”
voters to “establishing and maintaining a voter
register” (the actual language used in the
Constitution to describe the responsibility of the EC);
• Amend the provisions for registration of electors
removing from the legal texts all mention of
“electoral cards” and replaced with “national ID
card”;
• Introduce the responsibility of the CVRS in relation
to providing civil registration data to the VEO for the
purposes of establishing and maintaining the voter
register, and all operational details (including the
forms used to apply for registration, the replacement
of electoral cards by national ID cards, etc.).
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Voter Awareness
Voter information is the responsibility of the VEO. This the most basic essential information that
needs to be communicated to all voters: where, when how to vote. Voter education is building the
knowledge of voters as to their civic rights, role and responsibility. It contains strong motivational
factors encouraging participation and including targeted messaging, for example on women’s
political participation and the rights of the disabled, the role of youth in building the future of the
country.
The VEO adopted a voter awareness strategy. This strategy combined voter information and voter
education efforts both in terms of planning and in the development of materials. Messages were
disseminated to the public through multiple channels.
A Voter Awareness Committee was established mid-January. The Awareness Committee met every
Wednesdays during the eight weeks before the General Election. Government entities, CSOs and
Media associations were invited and attended the meetings. The Committee worked as a sounding
board for awareness messages and contextual analysis, and it was an important partner for the
VEO to increase outreach capacities by relying on the networks of the partners to disseminate
messages and awareness products.
A booklet called “My Election Week by Week” was produced and 1,500 copies printed. It
contained weekly messages aligned with the electoral calendar. The messages were read out after
weekly service at churches thanks to the cooperation of the Vanuatu Christian Council (VCC).
The VEO established a website and Facebook page to disseminate updates and key information
about the different phases and steps of the electoral process.
Three Public Awareness music-videos on Democracy, Corruption, Secrecy of the vote were
produced by Wan Smol Bag Theatre, launched in January by VEO with one release every fortnight,
and disseminated through Facebook and radio.
A voter awareness campaign launching event was organized through VBTC on Friday 21 February
(Father Lini Day) at the Sea Front stage in Port Vila. The programme highlighted the awareness
campaign, several official speeches, a reggae concert and a public debate on different elements of
sovereignty by prominent figures of society.
Voter awareness messages were disseminated to the general public through a multi-media
campaign. Radio and TV spots and programmes were produced and broadcasted on VBTC (TBV,
Radio Vanuatu, Paradise FM, Femme FM) and FM107. Informative messages were included during
news announcement and thematic forums.
In Luganville and Port Vila the VEO used digital billboards and print billboards encouraging voters
to take part to the General Election.
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Finally, push SMS service was used to send text messages through the current two mobile
operators. Messages informed citizens on voter registration operations in their respective areas of
residency, as well as messages to motivate voters to cast their vote. More in details, for the General
Election, six different motivational and informational messages were sent out country-wide in the
ten last days leading up to polling day.

Recommendations
The establishment of a Voter Awareness Committee
worked well for the finetuning and further dissemination
of key messages, and the establishment of the
Facebook page was key to reaching the younger voting
population. These efforts should continue, along with
the establishment of a free call center in line with so
many new measures being introduced into the electoral
processes. Acknowledging that no women were voted
into parliament again this time, efforts will need to focus
on grassroot level and include traditional Chiefs. There
is currently no national support for systematic promotion
of women’s political participation or the introduction
of TSM (as initially suggested in 2016) which could be
taken up for consultation again. It is therefore suggested
that gender issues and specifically support to women’s
participation in political processes is mainstreamed
throughout all activities of the VEO as has been the
case in terms of drafting administrative and operational
procedures, as well as all public outreach efforts in
cooperation with development partners.
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Part 3.
Conduct of the Election
General Voting
In general terms, the polling day operations were smoothly implemented in a positive and amicable
atmosphere.
Due to the impact of Tropical Cyclone Gretel when passing the Caledonian coast bringing huge
swells towards Vanuatu, the two patrol boats shipping the electoral materials to both North and
South of Vanuatu, were forced to delay their departures from Port Vila. While most of the ballot
boxes were delivered on time, polling had to be postponed to the following day (20 March) in
Torres, Ambae and Maewo constituencies.
While efforts of trying to maintain distribution of electoral material on time was endeavored, a
small boat capsized on its way to Shephard Islands the day before the election day, which resulted
in losing some ballot boxes including ballots. Printing companies were on standby and new ballots
were quickly printed and distributed by helicopter.
Following the countrywide Civil and Voter Registration, a significant number of voters were added
or modified their details in the Voter Register. Initially the plan was to use the national ID card as
credential for voting. As the electoral legal framework was not amended in the last parliament’s last
session, all those records had to be manually transferred from one database to another. The voter
lists were produced by extracting data, which was manually inputted and transferred more than
one time, increasing the probability of inaccuracy. In some cases, voters with legitimate electoral
cards recently issued were not included in the printed version of the voter list in use at polling
station level. Nevertheless, their records were present in the database and they were authorized to
vote. In other cases, the personal details (gender, address, sheet and row number) did not entirely
match between the handwritten issued electoral card and the voter list.
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Management of polling operations
There was a total of 352 polling stations, including the 2 new polling stations created in North
Tanna and South Malekula.
Established procedures, including new features (ballot boxes with tamper evident seals, use of
new high-quality indelible ink, carbon copy reconciliation and results booklets) did not represent a
challenge for presiding officers and polling staff, ensuring the integrity of the electoral process and
the security of the vote.
A new Polling and Counting manual was introduced to support the work of the polling staff and
their training. Polling staff were trained following a cascade training approach.
In some selected polling stations, the identification of voters was carried out using the national
ID card as credential, along with identification through the electoral card. An additional polling
clerk was present with a personal computer and a scanner. The national ID card of the voter was
scanned, and the system would detect if the voter was present in the voting list for that specific
polling station and if he/she already voted. As the CAP 146 was not yet amended to include the
national ID card as a mean of identification of the voters, this identification was implemented only
for testing purpose. Findings illustrated however to be much a faster mean of identification as
the system checked automatically the correspondence of personal details with those of the voter
register.
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Counting
An unofficial counting process of ballots took place immediately after the conclusion of polling day
at every polling station, under the supervision and direction of the Presiding Officer.
The presence of accredited party representatives helped to ensure transparency and reduce
objections during this phase.
Once the counting was completed, the results for that specific polling station were recorded in
the Official Report, countersigned by observers and party representatives, then transferred to the
registration officer at the constituency level for further transfer to the Electoral Commission in Port
Vila.
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COVID-19
The Electoral Office provided hand sanitizers to all polling stations along with the polling kits.
Furthermore, the department of Water Resources together with UNICEF set up handwashing
stations in all urban centers. Presiding officers and police reminded voters to display orderly
queuing with a good distance of 2 meters between each other throughout election day.
In connection with counting, and as preventive measure against COVID-19, all ballot boxes
returning to Port Vila were disinfected and placed into secure storage. A decision was made to
quarantine some islands because of some suspect cases, which later tested negative.
Final tally, and when deemed necessary, re-count of ballot papers was conducted. The sudden
passing of the late Electoral Commission Chairman, Martin James Tete, on 25 March 2020
paralyzed the operation for a few days. Along with this unexpected and very sad occurrence, the
President of Vanuatu signed a declaration for a State of Emergency (SoE) on 26 March 2020 over
the whole of Vanuatu for a two-week period, for the purpose of strengthening prevention and
containment measures in response to the COVID-19 global pandemic. On 30 March 2020 the
President of the Republic, following consultations with Judicial Service Commission, appointed Mr.
Edward Kaltamat as new Chairman and the official counting could start among strict preventive
measures, including night curfew, which impacted the official counting operations.
Initially it was planned to undertake official counting with observation of candidates and accredited
observers, however, for the purpose of strengthening COVID-19 prevention and containment
measures and in compliance of the SoE which forbid gatherings of more than five persons, it
was decided to livestream the official counting for the general public (supported by the Office
of the Government Chief Information Officer (OGCIO) and Vanuatu Broadcasting and Television
Corporation (VBTC). For the first time in Vanuatu’s history, the country witnessed the official
counting of the national election via live streaming. This was considered and acknowledged an
important milestone of transparency and technology for the country.
The official results were finally announced the day that Tropical Cyclone Harold cat. 5 hit the
country.
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Recommendations
Help desk service
To address issues that may arise during polling operations, and with the intent of keeping a direct
channel of communication between the VEO HQ and the Presiding Officers, a help desk was
established with trained operators. It received calls from 7:30 AM up till late hours, with many and
frequent calls during the day from all over the country. The majority of calls focused on voters not
being present on the voter lists or with incomplete details. It is recommended to continue this
help desk service in the future.

Three-month residency requirement
There is a three-month residency requirement for registration, which has proven to be too
restrictive and has disenfranchised a number of voters who work outside their place of
residency. This is a regulatory measure enacted by the EC, who recommends to “relax”, this
restriction without a legal modification but rather with an EC regulation.

Proxy Voting
The current legal provisions allow proxy voting for those voters that cannot be present at their
assigned polling station for voting. Proxy voting, however, has been often criticized for being easy
to manipulate and to constitute a potential threat to the integrity and transparency of the electoral
process. During the General election, as with former elections, not all proxy voters understood well
the proxy procedures, which require to cast own vote at the same time as casting the proxy vote,
inking two fingers. Some proxy voters came back later in the day to vote for the proxy but were not
allowed to vote as that would infringe the established procedures. Many electoral petitions derive
from the suspected manipulations with the proxy voting methodology.
At the recent post-electoral review, electoral officers from across Vanuatu identified proxy voting
as one of the most difficult aspects to manage during the election, and which were the source
of numerous election petitions. Electoral officers therefore recommended that proxy voting be
cancelled, or at the very least that its modalities be modified to allow for less manipulation and
easier application during polling.
It is recommended to cancel proxy voting and instead focus on easing other restrictions such as
the three-month residency requirement and explore possible procedures for out-of-constituency
voting and out-of-country voting. Currently, there are no special measures allowed by law to
facilitate the electoral participation of Internally Displaced People (IDPs) resulting from natural
disasters, which is a common occurrence in Vanuatu. It is therefore proposed to explore introducing
special measures, in terms of voter registration and polling for IDPs resulting from natural disasters
within a pre-determined timeframe.
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Overseas Voters
Reconsidering out-of-country voting (OCV). At present, there are no explicit modalities for OCV,
and the same procedures were used overseas as in-country. Clear OCV modalities and procedures
should be, preferably, determined by the EC and not the law. If included in the law, they should be
determined in close consultation with the EC.
Currently, there is only one polling station overseas, in Noumea (New Caledonia), whose votes
go to a seat in the Port Vila Constituency. In the last couple of years, there have been serious
discussions to add supplementary polling stations in Fiji, Australia and New Zealand (which is
allowed by the current legal provisions). However, it would be problematic to add any additional
polling stations to the Port Vila constituency.
Practical measures can be put in place by the VEO to facilitate overseas voting, such as the
(universally common) use of diplomatic offices for polling purposes. The adoption of a single ballot
paper per constituency would greatly facilitate out-of-country voting, allowing overseas voters to
vote for the constituency to which they are registered, as if they voted in-country.

Single ballot-system
Modifying the ballot-paper design: instead of printing a booklet of all candidates, one per page, a
switch to a single ballot-paper system (without use of envelopes). This move to a single ballot paper
per constituency would signify substantive savings, easier logistics, better transparency and better
safeguarding of the secrecy of the vote (if this is approved, the polling and counting procedures in
the laws and/or regulations would have to be modified accordingly).

Observers
The EO produced and printed 300 copies of the Handbook for National and International
Observers, Political Party and Candidate Agents,
A briefing with observers was organized on 17 March. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic
most of the international observers could not travel to Vanuatu as one of the preventive measures
to keep the country free of the viral infection. Observation was reduced in terms of number
of observers and geographical coverage. ‘Local’ observation was however encouraged, and
Observers, mainly members of the diplomatic community already present in the country, were
accredited up until last minute.
For the first time in Vanuatu’s history, the country witnessed the official counting of the national
election via live streaming, which is considered and acknowledged an important milestone of
transparency and technology in Vanuatu. It is recommended to continue this approach.
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Election Petitions
This year saw 13 electoral petitions, which is a decrease from 2012 which had 24 petitions. This year
a Candidate Handbook was developed clarifying the essentials of the legal framework and the
responsibilities of running as a candidate. This publication may have supported some candidates
to better maneuver within the legal provisions. Elections are about credibility, and it is important to
allow as many petitions as are necessary to resolve any issues with the results and it is important to
have appropriate channels, mechanisms and procedures to deal with the petitions. This will increase
transparency and trust in the implementation of the rule of law and trust in following due process.
Dealing with election petitions is an integral part of the electoral process, even if it takes a lot of
time and energy. With 13 petitions the procedures are therefore very costly and time consuming,
but necessary. The recommendation is therefore to improve these mechanisms and procedures to
make them more agile and cost-effective.
Another point is the major vacuum in the RPA that no penalties are established for committing
electoral offences leaving little “teeth” to the authorities to enforce their mandate in that regard. It
is therefore proposed that the legal provisions introduce penalties provided for under the RPA for
electoral offences.
There is no clear indication of the electoral campaign period in any of the laws. It is recommended
to make explicit the length of the electoral campaign period, and include obligatory codes of
conduct for political parties and candidates;
Vanuatu is one of the few countries in the world without any provisions to regulate campaign
financing. Monitoring and control of money in elections has become a major feature around the
world to maintain the integrity and credibility of the electoral process. It is thus advised to introduce
provisions in the legal and regulatory framework for basic campaign financing disclosure, improving
oversight of campaign contributions (contributions and donations) and expenditures in order to
provide for greater transparency and accountability.
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Part 4.
Electoral Office
Administration
Staffing
The Electoral Office is significantly understaffed. In 2019 a new organogram was approved for 2020
but due to the impact of COVID-19 crisis, new recruitments were put on hold.
The VEO lacks some key positions at central level in the area of IT, Communications and External
Relations (Public Outreach) and administration/finance. Not having a permanent presence at field
level hampers the operational capacity not only during the electoral time, but also in between
elections. For example, limiting the voter registration service delivered out of Port Vila.
The PEO has power under the RPA to hire extra temporary people to assist at crucial times, such
as during an election, but the ongoing work of organizing and overseeing registration and voting is
carried out by provincial officers employed in other departments, e.g. Provincial Secretary General’s
and Area Council Administrators/Secretaries. The relationship between the VEO and these
seconded staff is good, but there is not direct control over their activities.
The lack of permanent Electoral Officers at local level is a major factor related to problem of
maintaining the electoral list, issuing and replacing electoral cards, in the future national ID cards,
receiving applications for registration, as well as during electoral times to organize the polling
operations.
It is recommended the new organogram approved for 2020, should include the establishment
of substantive units, proper individual titles and aligned clear job descriptions, and should be
implemented soonest with recruitments as initially agreed.

Budget
The Vanuatu parliament appropriated in its budget a sum of 100,000,000 vatu for the 2020 general
elections. The total cost of conducting the general election exceeds its budgeted amount as shown
in the tables below. Of the 100 million appropriated by the Government of Vanuatu, 99,779,547
vatu were expended, equal to 99.78%.
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2020 General Election Expense
Description
Personal Expense
Subsistence Allowance

Amount (vatu)
179,424
36,482,750

Food Allowance

250,000

Sitting Allowance

350,000

International Accommodation

70,000

Local Accommodation

60,000

Consultant fee

1,055,000

Vehicle Fuel

2,719,859

Freight

742,462

Facility hire

877,957

Vehicle hire

496,798

Office Cleaning

119,239

Advertising- communication
Postage - communication
Printing- communication

4,607,652
686,348
15,379,118

Stationary - communication

7,514,223

Telephone- communication

1,146,181

General materials
Office Rental
Incidentals
Office Entertainment
Uniforms

51,400
217,392
1,030,034
648,939
79,800

Equipment repair/maintenance

533,479

vehicle repair/maintenance

109,374

Rations Supplies

578,028

International Travel

231,148

Local Travel
Gas Cooking Utilities
Electricity Utilities
Water Utilities
VAT

8,749,089
29,022
7,253,117
47,688
5,671,255

Additional Equipment

252,287

Vehicle Replacement

869,566

Contract Maintenance

690,918

TOTAL

99,779,547

The 2020 general election was also supported by Development Partners, primarily UNDP/
VEEP funded by NZ MFAT in the area of capacity building and training, joint civil and voter
registration, voter awareness, operational preparations etc., and AUS DFAT contributed
to important logistical arrangements. In other words, many essential pre-election period
activities were funded by development partners. Should the Government prioritize these
pre-electoral activities in the future these additional expenses must be absorbed into the
recurrent budget and be timely released. Not all expenses of the 2020 budget require
to be part of the regular costs. The approximate budget to be considered by parliament
and to be absorbed into the recurrent budget would be around 17,134,470, equal to 17%
increase.

The costs of the post-election period exercises such like the first ever comprehensive post-electoral
review, which was conducted in Luganville and Port Vila for all electoral officers throughout
Vanuatu drawing lessons and strategies for future improvement and possible reform measures
were absorbed by UNDP/VEEP. It is important to note that the above costs were never in Vanuatu
electoral history included in the election budgets.
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Legal Framework
The legal and regulatory basis for the preparation and conduct of elections in Vanuatu
is complex and widespread. The legal framework for the national elections includes the
1980 Constitution and the ensuing electoral laws, the most important of which is the 1982
Representation of the People Act (RPA) and its amendments and subsequent regulations.
Provincial and local government elections are grounded on the 1997 Provincial Governance
Act and its 2014 amendment, as well as the 2010 Provincial Electoral Regulations. Municipal
elections are based on the 1980 Municipal Act and its amendments, as well as the 1982
Municipal Council Elections Regulations. Finally, national referendums are supported by
the 2004 Referendum Act and its amendment. The picture is one of a fragmented legal
framework, with laws written in varied manner of detail and with different perspectives, which
have been modified several times. There are inconsistencies between the different electoral
acts, and there is a striking need to harmonize all the legal provisions governing direct
elections in the country.
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Recommendations
In that context, given the fragmented nature of the electoral
legal framework, a first general recommendation is that it
would be useful to have the legal provisions for all direct
elections integrated in a single law, including provisions for
the general, provincial and local elections, as well as national
referendums. This would facilitate coherence of approach
and legal harmonization between all elections, facilitate
information and understanding to all stakeholders and
enhance transparency.
Additionally, and importantly, it would be beneficial to review
and limit, as much as possible, detailed specific operational
procedures in the law (such as Schedule 5 of the RPA, and
most of the forms in the other schedules, mostly out of
date, as well of Schedules 3 of both the Provincial Electoral
Regulations and the Municipal Council Elections Regulations).
This would move the procedures from the legal domain and
would allow the electoral authorities to decide on operational
matters through the exercise of its own regulatory powers
(as bestowed by the Constitution). Ideally, the necessary
forms for electoral procedures (now provided for in different
schedules of the legal framework) should be developed by
the EC (in the case of voter registration, by the VEO and the
CRVS). In many countries, a lot of the procedures are not the
subject of legal review but are treated by internal regulations
of ECs, allowing for a more practical, flexible and realistic
approach to electoral administration.
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Part 5.
Results and Analysis
Electoral Turn Out
The official turnout for the 2020 general election is 52% (145,064 out of 278,931 registered
voters). If calculated against the more realistic total of registered voters, it would be 69.26%. This
percentage is even more competitive when compared to other developed countries voter turnout
in recent general elections as shown below.

Table 4 – comparative %- turnout in recent national elections

Table 4 illustrates that Belgium had a turnout of 87.2% in its 2014 election although voting is
compulsory or the law requires all eligible citizens to vote, the rules are not necessarily enforced.
In 2016, Australia – which doesn’t appear on the chart – experienced the lowest recorded turnout
since the introduction of compulsory voting in the 1920s.
Conversely many countries that don’t have a compulsory voting system get strong turnouts. For
example, the turn-out for 2014 national election for Sweden is 82.6%, South Korea 77.9% in 2017,
Israel 76.1% in 2015 and New Zealand 75.7% in 2017.
This suggests that achieving a much higher voter turn-out is quite difficult even in countries that
have imposed compulsory voting. Additionally, implementing compulsory voting rules will be
very challenging, notwithstanding the issue to ensure compliance and enforcement, as well as
prosecution of offenders in Vanuatu’s context.
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Table 5 – Voter turnout in Vanuatu, 1983 – 2020
The above table 5 indicates a continuous increase in trend in the total number of votes cast since
1983. It is vital to note that the total votes cast in 2020 is the highest ever in the Vanuatu electoral
history meaning that the interest in electoral participation is there.
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Declared Candidates
There were 295 declared candidates for the March 2020 election in Vanuatu, an increase compared
to 265 in 2016 election, however lower than in 2008 and 2012 as shown in table 6. The graph also
indicates that the total number of the declared candidates clearly fluctuates over the years.
The large number of candidates contesting in the 2020 election is the direct result of the Vanuatu’s
voting system, Vanuatu’s electoral system is a combination of two “Majoritarian” systems: FPTP
in single-member constituencies and SNVT in multiple-member constituencies. Both systems are
candidate-based instead of party-based. The combination of both systems is an encouragement
for candidates to run, in particular independent candidates, increasing the number of candidates
in the election. Inevitably this has resulted in splitting of votes by individuals, rather than parties,
meaning any of the votes cast for candidates that don’t make to parliament will be ‘lost’. This
establishes underrepresentation in the national parliament and formation of unsustainable collation
governments which are based on individual candidate negotiations. It is evident from that data
that the percentage of votes won by the successful candidates experience a decreeing trend,
this corresponds directly to the increase in number of political parties and increase number of
candidates contesting the elections.
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Table 6: illustrates the number of registered candidates per general election. Regardless of whether
the constituency is a single-member one (with FPTP) or a multi-member one (with SNTV), they are
both candidate-based, rather than party-based systems, and all of the candidates are in effect
competing against all of the other candidates.
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Candidates elected as Members of Vanuatu
National Parliament
Of the 295 declared candidates, 52 members of the 12th legislature were duly elected on the 19th
of March 2020 and were declared on the 6th of April 2020. The names of the elected MPs and
their political party affiliation are itemized in table 7 below. The 52 members of the 12th legislature
affiliates to only 19 political parties out of 48 political parties plus independents contesting the
March 2020 national election.
It is worth noting that of the 19 political parties, 11 parties have only one member of Parliament,
and that no political party has the majority of seats in the Parliament making it necessary to form a
coalition government. This has been the case in Vanuatu since the 1990s causing political instability
and difficulties is sustaining a collation government as candidates are not legally bound to any
groups even within their parties. They find it easy to move from one group to the other causing
instability and in some cases collapse of the collation government in power.
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Table 7 – provides an overview of the names of the elected MPs and their political party affiliations
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Overall Voter Representation versus
non-representation in Vanuatu’s Parliament

Table 8 looks at representation and indicates that the 52 MPs duly elected represent a minority, or
44 percent of the electors, that voted on 19th March 2020 election, whilst 55 percent of electors
are currently unrepresented in the National Parliament.

Vanuatu’s political system is based on a
Representative democracy. Representative
democracies have different methods of
acquiring that representation, among
others through their choice of form and
basis of representation. It is often said that
proportional systems are more representative
that majoritarian ones (especially when
“winners-take-all” applies, such as in FPTP),
mostly because they are more inclusive. The
choice of system in Vanuatu (combination of
FPTP and SNTV), the weakness of political
parties (despite the increase in their numbers)
and cultural elements such as the “wantok”
system explains why the results appear less
representative than wished for. It has been
suggested that the current electoral system
in use in Vanuatu for all direct elections is
not fully constitutional. Article 17 (1) of the
Vanuatu constitution on election of the
members of parliament states: “Parliament
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shall consist of members elected on the
basis of universal franchise through an
electoral system which includes an element of
proportional representation so as to ensure
fair representation of different political groups
and opinions”. Yet many argue that the
combination of “first past the post” (FPTP)
in single-member constituencies and “single
non-transferable votes” (SNTV) in multiplemember constituencies lacks “an element
of proportional representation”. There are
two major forms of representation around
the world: majoritarian and proportional
representation (there are combinations and
variations, but these are the two main ways
of translating votes into seats). In majoritarian
systems, the candidate or candidates
with the most votes win, regardless of
the proportion of votes received. In
proportional representation, the seats are
distributed according to the percentage of

votes received; generally, voters vote for lists, not for candidates (as is the case in majoritarian
system). In 2016 the EC and VEO proposed a COM paper to amend the RPA [CAP 146] in order
to cancel by-elections (which are costly and inconvenient), but the Acting Attorney General,
representing the SLO, advised that this would be unconstitutional, because article 17 stated the
need for an “element of proportional representation”. The advice went on to say that currently
the candidates are elected to parliament “in proportion to the votes he/she received”, thus
cancelling by-elections would be unconstitutional. But it seems clear that there is no “element
of proportional representation”, as candidates are elected not an a “proportion of votes”, but
on who received the largest number of votes, as both FPTP and SNTV are majoritarian systems).
In terms of FPTP, it is clear that in single member-constituencies, proportionality is not possible
(there is a single seat). Proportional representation can only be achieved in multiple-member
constituencies, the larger the number of seats, the greater the proportionality. It would be
beneficial to study the matter and examine what system of proportional representation would
best suit Vanuatu. Article 17 refers to members of parliament, but the combination of FPTP and
SNTV also applies to the election of the provincial councils. Previously, municipal elections were
based on a proportional representation, but the system was changed to SNTV in 2018. The most
common version of proportional representation is the “list system”, where political parties, but
also even independent candidates, would form a list and the seats would be distributed in that
constituency based on the percentage of votes that list receives. Obviously, a rearrangement of
the current constituencies would be required, as no proportional representation system can be
implemented in a single-member constituency.
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Performance of Political Parties

Party

Votes

% Seats

+/–

Leaders Party of Vanuatu

17,992

12.49

5

+4

Vanua’aku Pati

17,460

12.12

7

+1

Reunification Movement for Change

16,298

11.32

7

+4

Land and Justice Party

14,400

10.00

9

+2

Union of Moderate Parties

11,043

7.67

5

–1

National United Party

5,377

3.73

4

0

Green Confederation

3,623

2.52

1

–1

Rural Development Party

3,600

2.50

2

New

Vanuatu Liberal Movement

3,147

2.19

1

New

Nagriamel

2,980

2.07

1

–2

Vanuatu Labour Party

2,866

1.99

0

–1

Iauko Group

2,847

1.38

2

–2

People’s Progressive Party

2,664

1.85

1

0

Vanuatu First Party

2,112

1.46

1

New

Vanuatu National Development Party

2,102

1.46

1

–1

People Unity Development Party

1,870

1.30

1

New

Vanuatu Cultural Self-reliance Movement

1,637

1.14

1

New

New Nation Party

1,534

1.07

0

New

Vemarana

1,506

1.05

1

+1

Ngwasoanda Custom Movement

1,300

0.90

1

New

Oceania Transformation Movement

1,252

0.87

0

New

The People’s Party

1,232

0.86

0

New

Vanuatu Community Movement

1,028

0.71

0

New

Friend Melanesian Party

996

0.69

0

–1

Kia Koe Party

958

0.67

0

New

Vanuatu Progressive Development Party

825

0.57

1

+1
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Party

Votes

% Seats

+/–

Upi Nafzan Iskei

729

0.51

0

New

People’s Services Party

700

0.49

0

–1

Vanuatu People’s Alliance for Change

602

0.42

0

New

Natatok Party

593

0.41

0

0

Vanuatu Progressive Republican Farmer Party

512

0.36

0

0

People’s Democratic Party

505

0.35

0

New

National Party

448

0.31

0

0

Imaim

442

0.31

0

New

UCVP Party

436

0.30

0

New

Angai Tagaro

386

0.27

0

New

Melanesian Progressive Party

327

0.23

0

0

United Movements for Vanuatu People

315

0.22

0

New

Vanuatu Presidential Party

294

0.20

0

–1

Nodaru Masan Party

104

0.07

0

New

Shepherds Alliance Party

80

0.06

0

0

People’s Action Party

77

0.05

0

0

Namaki Ahute Kastom Movement

71

0.05

0

New

People, Churches, Chiefs Party

70

0.05

0

New

Vanuatu Liberal Party

54

0.04

0

New

Movement for Righteousness, Justice and Peace

37

0.03

0

New

Vanuatu Peoples for Change Party

19

0.01

0

New

Vanuatu Reform Democratic Party

7

0.00

0

0

14,546

10.10

0

–8

1,061

–

–

–

Total

145,064

100

52

0

Registered voters/turnout

278,957

52.00

–

–

Independents
Invalid/blank votes

Table 9 demonstrates the performance of the various political parties
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It is clear from the above data that Leaders Party of Vanuatu (LPV) is the leading political party
in terms votes cast, claiming 18,000 votes, equal to 12.5% of the total votes cast in March 2020
National Election. LPV is followed by Vanu’aku Parti (VP) with approximately 17,500 votes claiming
12% of the total votes cast. Reunification Movement for Change (RMC) with 16,000 votes or
11% of the total votes cast. Graon mo Jastis Pati (GJP) with 14,000 votes, equal to 10%, Union
of Moderate Parties (UMP) with 11,000 votes or 7.6 %. National United Party (NUP) with 5,300
votes or 4%. Vanuatu Green Confederation and Rural development Party with 3,623 and 3,600
votes respectively each claiming 2.5 % of the total votes casted. The Vanuatu Liberal Party and
Nagriamel managed to secure about 3,000 votes calming 2% of the total votes cast. Iauko Group
and other winning political parties secured less than 3,000 votes.
It is also essential to note in the graph below that 11,677 electors voted for the 9 winning
candidates from the Graon mo Justis Pati followed by 10,911 electors who voted for the 7
winning candidates for the Reunification Movement for Change Party, 8,435 voted for 7 winning
candidates for the Vanuaku Pati, 6,445 voted for 5 winning candidates for the Vanuatu Leaders
Party, 6,120 voted for 5 winning candidates for the Union of Moderate parties, 3,532 voted for 4
winning candidates for the National United Party and so on as reflected in the above tables and
the graph below.

Table 10 illustrates voter representation in parliament by political parties.
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Independent Candidates
The number of elected independent candidates decreased, from eight in 2016, to zero in 2020.
Consequently, the number of elected MPs belonging to a political party grew, from 44 in 2016,
to 52 in 2020. This tendency would underline the importance of a candidate to belong to a party,
however, it is worth noticing that 11 political parties only have one MP.

Participation in Elections and Rate of Success
Given the First Past the Post (FPTP) system, and depending on the number of contesting
candidates, the range of percentage of votes for the winning candidate varied greatly: the lowest
percentage is 4.8%, with the highest being 61.85%. Only one candidate received an absolute
majority (50% + 1) in his constituency.
There were 17 women candidacies. No women candidate however won any seats in this national
election, leaving the percentage of women representation in Parliament to 0% for another term.
This is an issue as women constitute about 50% of Vanuatu’s population and are in principle not
given the chance to participate in the national politics to an extent proportional to their total
population.
It can be argued that the use of the single non-transferable voting (SNTV) system in multi-seat
constituencies is making it easier for women to succeed in elections, however the result proves
otherwise which suggest that a review in Vanuatu’s voting system is necessary to improve overall
political representation and participation of women in the Vanuatu Parliament.
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Percentage of Votes Received by MPs in the
Elections by Constituency
The 2020 general election saw the 52 winning candidates gathering a total of 41.44% out of the
total votes cast. Only one winning candidate obtained an absolute majority, in a single member
constituency (Maewo). At level of constituencies, only 3 constituencies (Ambrym, Maewo and
Tanna) out of 18 recorded an absolute majority of votes obtained by the winning candidates.
Vanuatu’s political system is based on the principle of the representative democracy, but
increasingly it is becoming less representative as the percentage of votes obtaining representation
into Parliament is decreasing.

Constituency

No. of
Seats

No. of
Candidates

No. of
Political
Parties

No. of
Independent
Candidates

Votes of
the winning
candidates

Torres

1

5

5

0

49.17%

Banks

1

7

7

0

32.51%

Santo

7

35

22

6

48.16%

Malo/Aore

1

4

4

0

48.63%

Luganville

2

16

13

3

31.89%

Ambae

3

21

12

4

43.30%

Maewo

1

4

3

1

61.85%

Pentecost

4

22

12

3

38.79%

Malekula

7

38

18

9

42.33%

Ambrym

2

10

9

1

50.29%

Paama

1

7

7

0

33.88%

Epi

2

12

10

2

40.43%

Tongoa

1

10

8

2

26.32%

Shepherds Islands

1

3

3

0

35.52%

Efate

5

30

19

5

40.55%

Port Vila

5

38

20

11

43.73%

Tanna

7

28

13

7

54.39%

Southern Islands

1

5

5

0

39.20%

National Average

41.44%
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Summary of
Recommendations
Legal Framework
It is recommended to have the legal provisions for all direct elections integrated in a single law to
facilitate legal harmonization between all elections and enhance transparency.
It is recommended to review and limit detailed specific operational procedures in the law such as
Schedule 5 of the RPA, and most of the forms in the other schedules, , as well as Schedules 3 of
both the Provincial Electoral Regulations and the Municipal Council Elections Regulations allowing
electoral authorities to decide on operational matters through the exercise of its own regulatory
powers (as bestowed by the Constitution).
It is recommended that a comprehensive work plan should be developed to facilitate any necessary
legal reform and to strengthen the existent electoral legal framework.
It is recommended to urgently:

•

Undertake the revision of the legal provisions for the registration of electors in a
comprehensive and systematic manner, as the RPA is quite detailed in the procedures to
register electors, all under the responsibility and supervision of the EC and VEO;

•

Immediately review the current legal provisions covering the registration of electors
(which go beyond the acceptance of the national ID card for the purposes of
identification of voters) in coordination with the CRVS, to cover the current practice of
“joint registration” during the transition period;

•

Update the new legal provisions regarding the national ID so that they are also relevant
to the provincial (local government council) and municipal elections;

•

Modify the EC’s responsibility from “registering” voters to “establishing and
maintaining a voter register” (the actual language used in the Constitution to describe
the responsibility of the EC);

•

Amend the provisions for registration of electors removing from the legal texts all
mention of “electoral cards” and replaced with “national ID card”;

•
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Introduce the responsibility of the CVRS in relation to providing civil registration data
to the VEO for the purposes of establishing and maintaining the voter register, and all
operational details (including the forms used to apply for registration, the replacement
of electoral cards by national ID cards, etc.).

Staffing
It is recommended that the new organogram approved for 2020, including the establishment of
substantive units, is implemented soonest with recruitments as agreed. It is also recommended to
revisit the organogram and create divisions to enhance clarity of roles and reporting lines.
In 2019, a new package of constitutional amendments and political reform was prepared and
presented to Parliament. The new measures provided for the registration of political parties and
stipulated that the function of “political party registrar” should be given to the Principal Electoral
Officer (PEO). Should the political reform move ahead, additional staff would be required, the draft
procedures finalized and the basic modalities for the set-up and functioning of the political party
registrar component embedded within the VEO reviewed.

Election Campaigns
It is recommended to introduce provisions in the legal and regulatory framework for basic
campaign financing disclosure, improving oversight of campaign contributions and expenditures in
order to provide for greater transparency and accountability.

Observation
It is recommended to continue official counting of the national election via live streaming to
enhance transparency in the Vanuatu election process.

Single ballot system
It is recommended to modify the ballot-paper design to a single ballot-paper system instead of
printing a booklet of all candidates. This would signify substantive savings, easier logistics, better
transparency and better safeguarding of the secrecy of the vote.

Overseas Voters
It is recommended for Vanuatu to consider overseas voting allowing overseas voters to vote for
the constituency to which they are registered. VEO to develop practical measures to facilitate this,
such as the use of diplomatic offices for polling purposes and the adoption of a single ballot paper
per constituency.

Proxy Voting
It is recommended to cancel proxy voting and instead focus on easing other restrictions such as the
three-month residency requirement and explore possible procedures for out-of-constituency voting
and out-of-country voting and adopting single ballot paper system.
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Three Months Residency Requirement
It is recommended that the three-month residency requirement for registration be relaxed because
the current requirement is too restrictive and has proven to disenfranchise a number of voters who
work outside their place of residency.

Data Validation and Clean-Up
It is recommended to undertake nation-wide data validation and data clean-up including removal
of duplicates and deceased so that turn-out data in any elections are more realistic.

Data Storage and Security
It is recommended that individuals’ personal data collected by the CRVS and the VEO are stored,
manipulated and protected. VEO to develop policies, procedures and Data Protection and Privacy
legislations so that the data protection principles are observed by the users.

Voter Registration
It is recommended that the cut-off time (6 weeks prior to polling date) for registration of the new
electors is reviewed to allow sufficient time for the Electoral Officers to ensure that the voter list can
go out for public scrutiny with time to do amendments, and to include new registrants in the voter
register.

Voter Education
It is recommended that the efforts to establish Facebook page to reach the younger voting
population, establishment of Voter Awareness Committee to finetune and disseminate key
election messages and establishment of a free call center in line with so many new measures being
introduced into the electoral processes should continue.

Women in Politics
It is recommended that gender issues and specifically support to women’s participation in political
processes is mainstreamed throughout all activities of the VEO.

Election Budget
It is recommended that the Vanuatu Government consider accommodating additional election
expenses currently contributed by the developing Partners as shown in budget section above.
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Appendices
1.
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2.

List of Candidates Official Gazette for 2020 General Elections No. 15

3.
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4.

Constituency Maps Pages 60-68

5.

Official Results by the Electoral Commission
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